Relation between noise floor of spectrum analyzer and internal ATT
◇This note explains the relationship between the noise floor of the spectrum analyzer and the internal attenuator (ATT).

［～*Application*～］
The figure below shows a simplified block diagram of the spectrum analyzer. If a signal exceeding the appropriate level is applied
to the mixer input, harmonic distortion and spurious will occur due to saturation, and correct measurement will not be possible.
To prevent this, an internal ATT is inserted before the mixer.
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The following shows the result of measuring the noise floor with no RF signal input and changing the internal ATT of the spectrum analyzer.
(In the MSA series, the internal ATT value is automatically set according to the reference level setting value.
Refer to “Relation between reference level and ATT / AMP” in the instruction manual.)

①
ATT：15dB

Noise floor：－78.1dBm

②

③
ATT：0dB
+
AMP：5dB

ATT：5dB

Noise floor：－88.0dBm

Noise floor：－97.0dBm

When the internal ATT is lowered by 10 dB as shown in ① → ②, the noise floor is also reduced by 10 dB.
Since the noise floor is determined by the circuit after the internal ATT, the fluctuation amount of the internal ATT
directly corresponds to the noise floor.
In case of ② → ③, internal ATT is lowered by 5dB, and internal amplifier (AMP) 5dB is added.
Simply think, the noise floor is reduced by 10 dB, but because of the internal AMP noise, it is reduced by 9 dB.
Even when ATT or AMP is connected to the outside of the spectrum analyzer, the noise floor will also fluctuate.

［～*System constitution*～］
・ Handheld signal analyzer MSA500 series
・ Handheld spectrum analyzer MSA400 series
※MICRONIX Corporation reserves the right to make changes in design, specification and other information without prior notice.
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